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Limnologen Aktuellt
NEW(ish) FACE

November

Konstantinos has finally made it to
Sweden so that he can be a new face
in the hallways instead of just on
zoom!
Konstantinos is from Greece, and has
a background in geology and in
environmental oceanography. He did
the work for his MSc on the
biogeochemistry and microbial
ecology of shallow marine methaneenriched sediments, and additional
research, at the Max Planck Institute
for Marine Microbiology, in Bremen, Germany. Inspired by
science communication he worked for two years on different
projects for the environmental awareness regarding to marine
plastic pollution and domestic recycling. He is now joining
Andrea, Dolly, Jeff, Lars, Liam and Mona in their work on the
persistence of organic matter. After some pandemic-related
delays, it is great to finally have him in Uppsala!

NAILED IT!
Fabian successfully nailed his
thesis on October 16th and
then successfully nailed
someone else’s thesis after it
jumped off the wall. Next step
is the defense on November

ANNUAL IEG FUNGI HUNT
Several limos participated in the annual IEG (socially distanced)
fungi hunt. Xavi collected delicious fungi from stadskogen for
dinner (left) and we all learnt about recognizing what fungi not to
eat (right).

VIRTUAL FIKA
I am happy to report that the
virtual fika this week had an
increased attendance of more
than 100% compared to the
week before. The sky is the
limit! If you haven’t attended
before, it happens here https://
uu-se.zoom.us/j/783850690
e v e r y We d n e s d ay a t 1 5 .
Looking forward to seeing you
all there!

Leaving Limno? Don’t forget to fill out the 'checking out' document with your PIs if you’re leaving
the department this month.
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GIRL POWER
Limno researchers received funding for three VR grants
and overall IEG received funding for 10 of 24 proposed
grants.
Eva and Silke received funding for a project called
“Short-cutting the microbial food web - does dispersal
of bacteria function as a subsidy to lake ecosystems?”
This funding will also allow them to recruit a new PhD
student!
Dolly received funding for her project: ’Why is organic
matter both reactive and persistent?’. This project aims
to identify key rate limiting steps for OM degradation
pathways in soils and freshwaters. The project includes
a diverse team of collaborators including Myrna
Simpson (U of Toronto), Prof. Adolf Gogoll (BMC),
Anne Kellerman (Florida State U and limno Alumni),
Anna Székely (limno) and Anna Rosling (Evolutionary
Biology, upstairs). The Swedish collaborators (Adolf,
Anna and Anna) are co-applicants.
Gesa’s project ‘Rapid ice quality changes in the
Northern Hemisphere and consequences for the
achievement of several global sustainable development
goals’ was also funded! The main goal of this project is
to provide a mechanistic understanding of lake ice
property changes in a warmer world and to predict and
forecast effects on nature and society. A few studies are
available that describe ecological and societal
consequences of shorter lake ice cover but none of
these studies consider changes in ice properties such as
crystal structure, impurities and thickness of ice. This
fundamental knowledge gap is problematic since
changes in ice properties are decisive for ice stability/
safety as well as the light, thermal and mixing regime in
lakes, which in turn determine the ecology under the
ice. To fill this important knowledge gap they will
perform detailed and novel studies on ice properties
and their effects on ice stability and primary
production, two aspects that have a direct linkage to
the achievement of several global sustainable
development goals. They will apply methods ranging
from field and mesocosm observations to modeling and
experimental, high-resolution Fabric Analyser analyses
in a well-equipped and specialized ice laboratory. They
believe that their project will give new and important
insights into the challenges and opportunities that a less
frozen future will have on the achievement of
freshwater related sustainable development goals.

I’M WILDLY impRessed
(no but really, I want my own R package)

As part of a GLEON project, Jorrit and a
group of his colleagues and made an R
package called “LakeEnsemblR"(https://
github.com/aemon-j/LakeEnsemblR).
The R package facilitates running
ensembles of onedimensional
physical lake
models. The group
presented the new
package at the most
recent GLEON
meeting, which was
also attended by
fellow limnos Don, Gesa, and William.
Version 1.0.0 of the package was
released this week and they submitted a
paper about the package. Anyone who
is interested in using it and has more
questions should contact Jorrit.

EUROPONDS
UU Limnos Simone, Karla, Rhiannon,
Ezhilarasan, Ellinor, Pablo, and SLUers:
Fernando (ex-limno), and Marleen an
intern from Germany began the
Europonds emergent insect and water
invertebrate study this month. To their
surprise and despite the lateness of the
season they actually found some insects
eg caddisflies, and a frog in their traps!
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PRETTY PICTURES TO
START YOUR NOVEMBER

A very nice soil profile from Dolly for all of you
biogeochemists.

Leaf leacheate in the making! Who knew DOC could
be so pretty? Photo by Sophia

PUBLICATION ALERT
After seven years Rhiannon has published the first first-author publication of their PhD! It is also the
first senior-author publication of ex-limno researcher Sarahi Garcia. The paper proposes a new way to
look at the ecological role of small genomed aquatic bacteria and the selection forces behind their
evolution and maintenance. Check the paper out here: https://msystems.asm.org/content/5/5/
e00316-20

A figure from their paper showing cooperation models in a lake setting that were
explored in the study.
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